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September 11, 2016 

“He was lost, and has been found…” 
“He was lost, and has been found…”  It doesn’t take much reflection to bring these gospel words forward to the 
terrifying revelations of this past week right here in Minnesota.  “He was lost”—for 27 years—and has been 
found, at last.  But there is no rejoicing and no party.  So what should there be from us as a response, other than 
tears and prayers?   

And, as it happens, this weekend we mark 15 years since the terrorist attacks on our country on September 11, 
2001.  Another event that produced more loss on a single day than has ever happened here.  And many people 
were never found.  For those who were, there was no was no relief or joy or what is sometimes strangely called 
“closure.”  To be permanently lost—to be dead—is not closure in any meaningful sense.  It is just heartbreaking 
and meaningless.  To have the information about what happened is not closure.  In fact, sometimes it only 
makes things worse.  And to be honest, the whole idea of “closure” only makes sense in a world where there is 
not God, where we are the ones who have to take charge of conquering the forces of sin and evil all by 
ourselves, as if to force the elimination of sorrow and loss by some merely human solution, which is too often a 
violent one. 

But that’s impossible.  No military force, police investigation, legislation, religious ritual or act of revenge is 
capable of bringing “closure” for people who have lost priceless treasure, like Jacob Wetterling, like the people 
in the Twin Towers, the Pentagon, or Flight 93.   

In fact, for any of us who have ever lost a parent, a spouse, a child, a grandparent, a dear friend—when exactly 
has “closure” ever come about that?  It won’t, because it can’t.  The sacred lives of human beings, and the holy 
love of truly honest intimate relationships, are not subject to being “closed,” because they bear with them the 
seeds of eternity, of God.   

The three parables of Jesus in today’s gospel of Luke are very important for our understanding of God.  But they 
can also be misleading if we don’t fully understand them.  In all three stories—the one about the sheep among 
the 100 who went missing; and the one about the one coin among the 10 that the woman misplaced in her 
house; and the one about the elder son who walked away from home for a while in order to learn some life 
lessons—in all of those, it ended with what looked like “closure.”  The sheep and coin were found, and the 
wayward son came back home.  The ending is all very tidy: situation “closed.”  Time for a party, apparently.  But 
that’s not real life.  That’s a fairy tale.  And believe it or not, that’s the whole point of the parables.  Because 
Jesus is not speaking in literal terms here about unexpected twists of fate and the eruptions of dumb-luck in this 
world.  He is quite clear that he is teaching about the Kingdom of Heaven. 

Jacob Wetterling died and won’t be returning.  So did all the victims of 9/11.  And there is absolutely nothing 
that anybody on Planet Earth can do to change that.  There is no “closure” to be had, in that sense.  
Unless…unless…the ones to bring about “closure” are not we ourselves—as we love to imagine and work so 
hard for…unless the only One who can bring real closure, healing, life and celebration is Jesus Christ.  Unless we 
can look to God to do what is simply impossible for us.  And often the only way that we are made to do that is 
when we are brought to the brink of despair and crushing sadness, as many of us have been this week.  When 
the loss seems total.   
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This doesn’t have to be a moment of giving up hope.  This can be exactly the opposite—the occasion for 
recognizing that some kinds of losses only God can fix.  Some kinds of evil and injustice only our Lord can 
alleviate.  We are not the agents of our own “closure,” and perhaps that’s the best news of all.  Because our 
gospel promises not only that God can fix what looks to be hopeless, but that he wants to and is actively doing 
so now, even as we can hardly dare to believe that it could be.   

Our gospel today is—as it always has been—a word to those who are most desperate, the tax collectors and 
sinners who first listened to these words.  The ones who seemed bereft of “closure” in the circumstances of 
their lives, who seemed hopeless in the eyes of the self-righteous.   

Imagine what might happen if we could relinquish our pretend role as the “closure police,” and if we could see 
our lives in the context of eternity and heaven and God.  Because what we will inevitable fail to provide for 
ourselves, God will, if we stand aside and allow that to happen.   

“What was once lost is being found.”  Indeed.  But we are not the “finders” or the “closers.”  God is.  What a 
relief to recognize that. 
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